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The Time Spiral set was all about the past. Its follow-up, the Planar Chaos’ set, is all about 

the present. But not the present you know .. . a present that exists in an alternate reality. 

Imagine if the time silts tearing apart Dominate jumbled things up way back at the dawn 

of Magic’ design. (They can do that. 
They're time rifts.) Imagine if Richard 

Garfield wore matching socks and 

had an advanced degree in 

Aromatherapy. How would . 
things have turned out? o 

STRANGE BUT TRUE 
In the Planar Chaos universe, you'll encounter a game that’s the same but different. This 

set takes the “color pie’—the breakdown of which abilities Fit into each Magic color—and © 

throws it into the blender. Abilities that have always been strongly identified with one color 

now appear wearing a new frame... but the basic philosophy behind each color remains 

the same. In a world gone mad, everything still makes sense. : 

Take haste, for example. It’s been almost exclusively a red ability because red is passionate 

and reckless. In this set, however, it’s green because green is unpredictable and driven by 

instinct. Same ability, different philosophy. 

White, as usual, cares about law, order, and protecting its community. Naturally, that 

means it has countermagic! It’s not as random as it sounds: The white counterspells either 

keep creatures safe (sort of like protection) or impose an extra cost on opposing spells 

(which takes the existing white “taxing” theme and simply expands it to a new area). 

The other colors branch out as well. Blue applies its mastery of shapeshifting to shift 

the shape of opposing creatures, often down to 0 toughness! Black turns its enemies 
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resources against them through theft, retargeting, and other nasty tricks. Red's aggressive 

tendencies find it lashing out against flying creatures, and trampling like it s never 

trampled before. And green's attunement with nature manifests itself in the instinctual 

wisdom of card drawing and the quite natural ability of Flying. 
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Dominaria’s temporal fabric is unraveling. Its timelines—both real and alternate—are 

collapsing and colliding in ways that threaten the multiverse itself. The planeswalker 

Teferi and his Friend Jh oira have returned to Dominaria after a three-hundred-year 

absence to try to save their home plane. 

Teferi First seeks out th e planeswalker Freyalise, but Finds her hostile and apathetic, 

concerned only with Skyshroud and its nearby planar rift. Only through Radha, a 

Skyshroud elf with Keldon blood, and Venser, a resourceful artificer from Urborg, does 

Teferi learn the nature of the planar damage. 

Radha’s quest is to become a true Keldon warlord, to depose the false Keldons created by 

the Tolarian Academy's 
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experiments so long ago. With the help of a teleportation device 

of Venser's design, Teferi and his allies guide Radha 

through her journey. When he sees how a 

mortal could become one with a place as 

Radha does with the heart of Keld, Teferi 

realizes he can become one with a rift and 

his power to mend it—even though it will 

ely cost him his life. 

1 to his surprise, though, healing 

rift that would allow Shiv to 

hase back into Dominaria 
_ doesn't cost Teferi his life. 



It does, however, cost him something priceless: his 

planeswalker spark. Now mortal, Teferi must find a way to 

heal the rest of Dominaria’s planar wounds, even as time 

itself corrodes around him. 

With Shiv back in its place, Teferi, Jhoira, and Venser turn 

to the task of mending the other planar rifts. But when 

the trio uses Venser's teleportation magic to return to 

Urborg, they're shifted into an alternate timeline—one in 

which Dominaria’s ice age was never halted, and in which 

the planeswalker Lord Windgrace finds himself battling 

invading Phyrexians. 
Eldar sles 

Even as Teferi aids Windgrace in fending off the Phyrexian 
horrors, he begins to perceive a more subtle pattern in the chaos. The 

mere presence of planeswalkers causes Dominaria's temporal rifts to flare and 

become volatile, as though the planeswalker spark is linked to the planar damage. Teferi 

senses something in Venser, something that the elder-dragon planeswalker Nicol Bolas 

sensed when he confronted the heroes. Venser is a planeswalker, but with a fundamentally 

different nature from planeswalkers past—a new breed of planeswalker with unknown 

abilities. Teferi and his Friends narrowly escaped the encounter with Bolas, but the 

confrontation awakened something within Venser, bringing his abilities into sharp Focus. 

Teferi knows that if he is to mend Dominariass timelines, he must 

help Venser Fully realize his planeswalking potential. With 

aid From Jhoira’s magic and his own, Teferi helps Venser 

make his first planeswalk From the icy, embattled 

alternate timeline back to the Dominaria they know. 

Venser and his allies must first seek out Freyalise, 

to try to gain the cooperation she refused 

Teferi. But even if Freyalise agrees to help with 

Dominaria’s unraveling time streams, there are 

graver rifts to mend. Venser will throw himself 

and Teferi across the planar void in search of 

another source of aid, the planeswalker most 

closely connected with the howling rift at Tolaria: 

the creator of Mirrodin, Karn. 

D. Alexander Gregory & Jeremy Jarvis” 



Each Planar Chaos ‘timeshifted” card is a popular older card shifted into a different 

color. You can see all of the original cards at http://gatherer.wizards.com, the official 

online Magic card database. While you re looking, see how many similarities you can spot 

between each timeshifted card and the card that inspired it. 

‘is a timeshifted version o 

Essence Warden..... ,.. Soul Warden . 
Fa’ aciyah Seer... ...... Sindbadt . . 
Gaea’s Anthem. : . ........ Glorious hethem. 

_Groundbreaker . Ball Lightning. 
Harmonize ................ Concentrate. 

Healing Leaves sess... .. Healing Salve. 
a Sedge Troll... 

Keen Sens. oe Curiasity.. - 
— Seal of Primordium. 5... Seal af Oleaneiee 

au FACT: Keen Sense represents a moment in the Exodus storyline that 

* could only have occurred had things transpired between Mirri, 

Crovax, and the dark angel Selenia very differently. 

"Bion, 
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This Planar Chaos card ... . is a timeshifted version of . . . From this older set. 

Laccen...... Didstucern,........ Nemesis 
Malach of the Dawn Ghee. chio = stiti‘sCN The Dark 

, fa Mana lithe...... folcee Solke=t:*w*~—‘(C:CSCS Legends 
: a a Mesa Enchantress. Verduran Enchantress . . Limited Edition (Alpha) 

| xe 4 Mycologist. ... Elvish Farmer.... Fallen Empires” 
‘ PS 72 | Porphyry Nodes Drop of Honey ... Arabian Nights 
: . gel ae Revered ead . Drudge Skeletons. Limited Edition (Alpha) 

: : Sinew oliver .. Muscle Sliver.... Tempest 
Suniance..... Stace... Planeshift — 

“Porphyry Nodes” is a near-anagram of “Drop of Honey.” This hearkens 

back to a time when Magic names used near-anagrams more often. For 

example, “Onulet” is a near-anagram of “Soul Net,” so named because 

of its life-gain ability. 

aLUE 
This Planar Chaos card .... is a timeshifted version of . . . From this older set. 

ae rrrrrrrtrtr—“‘“C—s—SS eC“ wha tw 
Gossamer Phantasm......... Skulking Ghost............... Mirage” 
Merfolk Thaumaturgist ....... Dwarven Thaumaturgist ........ Weatherlight™ 
Ce ,rrt—“‘“i—s—sSO.UCUCCistrsCS~s—<Sisi—sSsirssisrsSi‘“CeSC=i‘“‘ CCC 

e: Switch target cess power | eee errr rs—~—“‘i‘COiOSCSCSCSCiSSS 

beep) Primal Plasma.............. Primal Clay.................. Antiquities” 
Tahaan of he ee ee eC 

me Serendib Sorcerer........... Sorceress Queen............. Arabian Nights 
‘Serra Sphinx . _......SerraAngel ................. Limited Edition (Alpha) 

Riptide Pilferer depicts a merfolk spy lurking under the docks of the 

Riptide Project, the wizards’ laboratory off the coast of Otaria where 

cephalid and human mages traded secrets and replicated slivers. 



BLACK 
This Planar Chaos card . ... is a timeshifted version of . .. From this older set. | 

Dog Serpent ............... Sea Serpent................. Limited Edition (Alpha) 

Damnation ................ Wrath of God. ............... Limited Edition (Alpha) 
Dunerider Outlaw ........... Whirling Dervisht............. Legends : 
KO UiGe. .. 6 Nt Chat Pods 
Mano... hirst oo ee Mireoe 
Nal ProMusion 6... OOyle es Tempest 

me=sORathi lrapper .........,.... Master Decoy................ Tempest 

eee = Shrouded Lore .............ForgottenLore...............leeAge” 
: Mampinc link... .,. Spit Link .......,...... 2... Legends 

ali FACT: Only twenty-four cards have the honor of appearing in every core 

set From Alpha through Ninth Edition. Three of those cards have 

timeshifted versions in the Planar Chaos set: Wrath of God 

(BE Taalaeeielela) MIE lnreCle\wuean siqticcm molgels Melitem Kagel etn 
Enchantress (Mesa Enchantrees). 

Nal 
This Planar Chaos card .... is a timeshifted version of .. . From this older set. 

Dloca Khigat............... Black Knight................. Limited Edition (Aloha) 
Piute Porce............... Giant Growth .........7.... Limited Edition (Aloha) 
hicltien ebird............, lvory Gargoyle ...._......... Alliances 

Prodigal Pyromancer......... Prodigal Sorcerert............ Limited Edition (Alpha). 
Fyrohemia............<... Pestilence........,........ , Limited Edition (Alpha) 
Reckless Wuan............. Arrogant Wurm ........_...... lorment® 
shivan Wumpus.............Argothian Wurm.............. Umass Saga 
Simian opirit Guide.......... Elvish Spirit Guice ............ Alliances 
okirk Shaman.............. SeveredLegion,..............Unslaught 

| au FACT: Blood Knight was the placeholder name for the Scourge” set’s Silver - 

: Knight. We're glad we saved it For this bad boy. | 

t Reprinted as a Time Spiral “timeshifted 



Freyalise arrived as delicately as a butterfly, appearing whole and proud before them as the last of the 

hot Forest wind swept past. The patron of Skyshroud was slight, severe, and almost comically small 

compared to Lord Windgrace. One look at Freyalise's sharp Features and penetrating eyes left no doubt 

as to her power, however. She was as feared as she was mysterious, a self-styled goddess who had 

twice gone to great effort to preserve Dominaria as a whole simply to protect the parts she actually 

cared about. 

Freyalise was dressed in her preferred garb—that of a young elf woman. Her fine green and white 

gown left her shoulders bare and her arms exposed to the elbow, where long leather gloves extended 

down to her Fingertips. Her bushy hair stood out from her head, cropped to neck length, and she wore 

the traditional Llanowar eye patch of brass-colored metal and a single glittering gemstone. Her skin 

was soft and Fair, but its color changed with her mood, shifting from milk white to sunset red as her 

anger mounted. 

“Windgrace, she said. The panther-man nodded respectfully. 

Freyalise saw Teferi. She sneered at him and said to Windgrace, You travel in strange company, 

my lord.” 

“Only as dictated by circumstance. You recall | once traveled with you.” 

“IF | had Forgotten, | wouldn't be here now, Freyalise said. “But | am here. | have answered your 

call. Now, before you tell me what you want, tell me why he is here.” 

“The time rifts, Teferi said. “They're getting worse. Just as | said they would.” 

Freyalise silenced him with a withering glare. My question was to you, Lord Windgrace. 

“Teferi speaks true. Phyrexians have come again to Urborg. They are not as we fought them long ago. 

They are cold-weather machines, designed to kill in arctic conditions. They spew from the Fissure the 

Stronghold made when it cracked the sky. |... we have come to see if Skyshroud has experienced 

something similar. 

Jodah stepped Forward with his hands Folded Firmly into his sleeves. “Hello, Freyalise,” he said. “| just 

want to confirm that you are ignoring me rather than overlooking me.’ He met Jhoira's puzzled eyes 

and said to her, ‘| don’t want to surprise her. She lashes out.» 

“You are no longer capable of surprising me, Freyalise said. You wore out that option Fifteen 

hundred years ago. 

Venser crept up beside Jhoira. He whispered, Am | the only one here who isn't ancient or ageless?” 

Jhoira turned and held his eyes. “Yes, she said. 

“The cold, Jodah said. He turned to face Windgrace. Tell her about the cold.” 

Freyalise did not look at Jodah, but she said, “Keld was cold long before | first planted there.” 

“It will soon get colder.” Windgrace Folded his arms. Urborg is in the grip of a magical winter that is 

tied to the rift. Or so say the Tolarians.” 
Freyalise hesitated. How severe is it?” 



“Very,” Windgrace said. “And getting worse with every 

passing day. 
“It’s not as cold as the ice age you and | ended, 

Jodah said. “Not yet.” 
Venser whispered, Why is he antagonizing her? 

“An excellent question. Jhoira motioned for him to be 

quiet. “Let’s listen and we'll all Find out together.” 

Freyalise swiveled her gaze around the platform, 

magically shoving everyone but Windgrace to the edges. When 

the two planeswalkers were alone at its center, she said, Keld 

is also suffering through an unnatural cold,” she said. “| had thought 

it a symptom of the mana-draining effect the rift has. | thank you for 

your new information.» 

Windgrace nodded. “And the Phyrexians?” 

The small woman shifted uncomfortably. “They have come,” she said. “But only recently and not in 

great numbers. 

“Not yet,” Jodah called. 

“IF you speak to me again...” Freyalise tone was savage, and she left an ominous pause between 

her thoughts. “I will extract your tongue and hang you with it.” 

Jodah nodded, as truculent as a mischievous child, but he kept silent. 

Windgrace spoke. “Is this happening anywhere else?” 

Freyalise shrugged. “| don’t look past Skyshroud’s borders any more than you look beyond Urborg's. 

“Then this is our problem, for now,” Windgrace said. He nodded. “Perhaps it’s time we worked in 

concert once more. 

“Reform Urza's team of planeswalkers?” Freyalise tossed her head dismissively. “No thank you. 

With seven dead in our last outing, we'd have too much work to do filling out the roster.” She turned 

and gave Teferi and Venser a critical look. “And |’m not interested in running down new recruits. 

“No teams, Freyalise. No nine. Just you and me. We are the ones who accomplished our mission 

during the Phyrexian Invasion. | still trust you and your abilities.” 

“As | do you and yours. But | am older now, Windgrace. | am less inclined to hitch my Fortunes so 

closely to anothers.” 

Windgrace nodded. “So you will not help.” 

“Oh, I'll help. Just not as you suggest.” 

The panther’s ears swiveled. ‘What do you propose?” 

“We both know our own homes. We know our own minds and inclinations. We know what we are 

capable of. Let’s not fool ourselves: we both work best alone, but | propose that we work in unison. 

Windgrace’s keen eyes blazed. “Together, but separate. 

“Vos. |F the time rifts are connected, our efforts will compliment each other. Pursue your strategy in 

Urborg while | pursue mine in Skyshroud. IF either one of us has any success, we can share and mutually 

profit From it.” 

“Agreed. But Freyalise .. . have you a strategy to pursue?” 

“| would never presume to advise you, my lord, not in war or magic. | expect the same courtesy. 



“And so you have it.” Windgrace smiled. “It is good to rely on you again, Freyalise, even in this 

Fashion. Good hunting, patron of Skyshroud.” 

“Yes. Good hunting.” Freyalise turned and nodded toward Venser at the far end of the platform. 

“| must presume upon you, my lord. There is a member of your party | would have assist me.” 

“Take any but the artificer. He is from Urborg, so he is mine.” 

“OF course. My plans are for another. With your permission . . .” 

“By all means.” 

Freyalise smiled coldly. She glanced at Teferi then to Jodah. To Jhoira’s surprise, Freyalise turned 

Fully around to Face her. “Come with me, Ghitu elder.” 

“Me?” 

Teferi, Jodah, and Venser all reacted at once. Jhoira could not distinguish who said what, but the 

overall mood was of concern bordering on panic. 

“Silence, Freyalise said. Each of her friends was pressed back again, the air squeezed from their 

lungs as they teetered dangerously on the edge of Windgrace’s platform. 

Jhoira found she could move, and so she stepped Forward. “| cannot refuse you, Freyalise.” 
Ho! 

“But | can ask you why.” 

“Indeed. And do you also delude yourself that | must answer?” 

Jhoira thought for a moment. “No.” 

“Smart girl.” Freyalise Faced Windgrace and bowed deeply. “Thank you, my lord. Call me when your 
battle is won.” 

Windgrace’s eyes sparkled. “| will 

Freyalise’s lips curled into a cruel smile. “Or if you need my help.” With that, the patron of Skyshroud 

waved her arms and faded into nothingness. 

With Freyalise gone, the others were free to move again. Jhoira Felt her own body thinning, leeching 

into the void around them. Jodah stepped up beside her and whispered, 

“Don't do this.” 

“| don’t think | have any choice.” 

“Then be very careful. Freyalise is unpredictable. Selfish. 

And quick to anger.” 

Teferi had not come forward, but he also spoke, calling 

out, Also, she will not hesitate to sacrifice you if it will 

serve Skyshroud.” 

“Lam open to practical suggestions. What should 

| do?” 

“Stay alive,” Jodah said. “| will come for you.” 

i 

* 

The story continues in the novel Planar Chaos by Scott McGough 

_and Timothy Sanders, also included in this Planar Chaos fat pack. 
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IF you are Feeling overwhelmed and need a window into. 

the amazing world of the Magic: The Gathering game, go 
to PlayMagic.com. It’s the official Magic resource For all 

beginning players. There, you can learn the basics of the 

game from the cutting-edge Magic tutorial, get deckbuilding tips, and 

find a springboard into the rich Magic community. Heck, PlayMagic.com 

may answer the questions that you haven't even thought of .. . yet. 

After all, there are many ways to succeed in the Magic: The 
Gathering game. Which path will you choose? 

Innovative deckbuilder? Storyline expert? 

AR aficionado? Most sage mage? 

Sawy collector? 

Perhaps, someday you will join 

the ranks of the powerful, 

professional duelists? 

Whichever path you 

choose, your road to 

excellence begins 

with PlayMagic.com. 

Your journey 

begins now! 

Mus. Jim Murray 
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_ Creature — Bird Rebel Soldier 

Flying 

Vanishing 3 (This permanent comes into 
play with three time counters on it. At the 
beginning of your upkeep, remove a time 
counter from it. When the last 1s removed, 

ifice it.) 

When Aven Riftwatcher comes into play 
or leaves play, you gain 2 life. 

——— Don Hazeltine 
1M & c: 1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc, 1/165 

Choose one — Prevent all combat 

damage that would be dealt this 
turn; or regenerate target creature; or 

counter target spell that targets you. 

— << john Avon 
TM Se 1993-2007 AY “ds of the Coast, Inc. 4/165 

Creature — Human Soldier Lord 
Benalish Commander's power and 
toughness are each equal to the number 
of Soldiers you control. 

Suspend X—* **. X can’t be 0. 

Whenever a time counter is removed from 
Benalish Commander while it’s removed 
from the game, put a 1/1 white Soldier 
creature token into play. 

—<— Parente 
*M &4) 1993-2007 Wizards’ of the € 

Flash (You may play this spell any 

time you could play an instant.) 

Flying, fear 

When Dust Elemental comes into 

play, return three creatures you 

control to their owner’s hand. 

——— rk post 
IV & ©1903-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 

| 
i 
i 

| | 
i 
i | 

_Crovax, Ascendant Hero Axe) 

ea aire Suman te 

Other white creatures get +1/+1. 

Nonwhite creatures get -1/-1. 

Pay 2 life: Return Crovax, Ascendant 
Hero to its owner’s hand. 

Crovax was destined for an angel’s curse, but 
one warped timeline saw the noble redeemed. 

———— Pete Venters 
TMS 61993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 3/165 

*, @, Discard a card: Creatures you 

control get +1/+0 until end of turn. 

Its ethereal hand confers a lifetime of 

experience with combat and steel. 

——<—/oltan Boros & Gabor Szikszai 
Me RE 1993-2007: Wizards of the Coast, Inc.:6/165 
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_Heroes Remembered 

You gain 20 life. 

Suspend 10—%* (Rather than play this card 
from your hand, you may pay * and remove 
it from the game with ten time counters on it. | 
At the beginning of your upkeep, remove a 
time counter. When the last is removed, play 
it without paying its mana cost.) 

—~= Michael Phillippi 
a 993. 2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 7/165 

( Pallid M* coderm : 

Creature Fungus 
At the beginning of your upkeep, put a 71 
spore counter on Pallid Mycoderm. 

Remove three spore counters from Pallid 
Mycoderm: Put a 1/1 green Saproling 
creature token into play. 

Sacrifice a Saproling: Each Fungus and 
each Saproling you control gets +1/+1 
until end of turn. 

—<Jim Nelson 
=IM-& ©) 1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc, 10/165 

Retether _ 

Return each Aura card from your 
graveyard to play. Only creatures can be 
enchanted this way. (Aura cards that can’t 
enchant a creature in play remain in your 
graveyard.) 

The rifts reach into infinite time streams, 
bringing the divergent products of alternate 
pasts into the present. 

—<=Dan Scott 
IM 8 © 1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 13/165 

(Ma 

ee ST 

Creature 7 fiuman Wizard | a. 
All creatures have “At the beginning 

of your upkeep, sacrifice this creature | 
unless you pay 1.” 

The Tabernacle’s disciples channel the | 
emanations from Pendrell Vale, spreading | 

its paradoxical demand to be both | 

worshipped and left alone. 

_—< Randy Gallegos 
“AM & ©1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 8/165 

(Pouldce Sve 

DLP BDEE 

Creature — Sliver _ 

All Slivers have “2, @: Regenerate 

target Sliver.” 

“Tts broad claw suggests a chitinous 

shield, but in fact it conceals glands that 
secrete a remarkably swift healing agent.” | 

—Rukarumel, field journal 

| =e Randy Gallegos 
AM & © 1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, In¢. 11/165 

ht_ 

o re 

reature Hu 

Flanking, protection from black 

Suspend 3—1 *¥* 

When the last time counter is removed 
from Riftmarked Knight while it’s 
removed from the game, put a 2/2 black 
Knight creature token with flanking, 
protection from white, and haste into pla 

= William O'Connor 
03-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 14/165 

EE anaes 

Enchantment — Aura 

Flash (You may play this spell any time | 
you could play an instant.) 

Enchant creature 

Whenever a creature comes into play, 
enchanted creature gets +2/+2 until 
end of turn. 

 —< Thomas M. Baxa 
AM & © 1903.-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 9/165 

DEED IDI NSLP DIED SLRLISLERDE DIESEL SPEDE DID D IDE LDIELIDD IS 

en 

Counter target spell that targets a 

permanent you control. 

“T cannot teach you their brand of 

magic, but I can teach you how to 
defend against 1t.” 

—Tavalus, priest of Korlis 

E _—= Stephen Tappin 
JM & © 1903-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc, 12/165 

| Saltblast 

Destroy target nonwhite permanent. 

Dominaria erodes with each passing gust. 

——= Parente 
©, $903~-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 15/165. 



altfield Recluse 

et sis 

Creature — Human Rebel Cle 

arget creature gets -2/-0 until end 
of turn. 

He remembers a past of light and healing. 
But he lives the bitte: sent—parching 
salt, scouring wind, and the withering heat 
of the desert. 

——= Brian Despain 
993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc, 16/165 

i Creature ok Gargoyle . 

Flash (You may play this spell any time you 

could play an instant.) 

Flying 

When Stonecloaker comes into play, return 
a creature you control to its owner’s hand. 

When Stonecloaker comes into play, remove 

target card in a graveyard from the gam 

—= Tomas Giorello 
aM. 8D: 1993-2007 Wizards of the: Coast, Inc. 19/165 

| Whitemane Lion _ 

_Creature— Cat 

Flash (You may play this 
you could play an instant.) 

When Whitemane Lion comes into 
play, return a creature you control to 
its owner’s hand. 

Saltfield nomads call a sudden storm a 
“whitemane.” 

— = ‘Zoltan Boros & Gabor Szikszai 
TM & G 1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 22/165 

SSSA SDSS ASSIS ISAAC DDE DISDAIN 

: (Enchantment — Aura_ 

Enchant creature 

Enchanted creature gets +1/+2 as long 
as it’s white. Otherwise, it gets -2/-1 

“The light of an angel’s glance i: is warm, but 
her fixed stare blinds and burns.” 
—Calexis, deacon of the New Order of Serra 

_ __-© Steven Belledin 
iMi& © 1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 17/165 

‘ Stormfront Riders 

TET 

Human Soldier 

When Stormfront Riders comes into play, | 
return two creatures you control to their 
owner’s hand. 

Whenever Stormfront Riders or another 
creature is returned to your hand from 
play, put a 1/1 white Soldier creature 
token into play. 

—= = Wayne Reynolds 
1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 20/165 

Shade of Trokair 

SL DSISDSPESDISDESDSSDEDE:DECDIBBE BEALE EELS DDE eA 

( Creature — Shad 

%: Shade of Trokair gets +1/+1 until end | 
of turn. i 

Suspend 3—* (Rather than play this card 
from your hand, you may pay * and remove 

it from the game with three time counters on 
it. At the beginning of your upkeep, remove a 
time counter. When the last is removed, play it | 
without paying its mana cost. It has haste.) | 

—< William O'Connor 
1™ & © 1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 18/165 

_Voidstone Gar 

Gargoyle 

Flying 

As Voidstone Gargoyle comes into play, name 

a nonland card. 

The named card can’t be played. 

Activated abilities of permanents with that 

name can’t be played. 

Activated abilities of cards with that name that 

aren’t in play can’t be played. 

"2 Terese Nielsen 
IM -& ©) 1993-2007 Wizards of the Coast, Inc, 21/165 

te Malach of the Dawn. 

, but the world still ee dark. 
Pray for the arrival of the malacht 
bring Dawn to the: 

PLANAR CHADS ‘17 
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con niler pays 1. 

“Those who seek to upset the balance 
must be taxed for such ambitions.” 
—_Verithain, mesa high priest 

ie creature with the least 

It can’t be regenerated. If two | 
or more creatures are tied for least 

power, you choose one of them. 

When there are no creatures in play, 
sacrifice Porphyry Nodes. 

: ce deals 3 damage to target 
nonwhite creature. 

“Tt’s eds y for the innocent to speak 
of j Justice. They seldom Jeel its terrible 

power.’ 

-—Orim, Saimin inquisitor 

others would a 1 flo k of shee. 

Aeon Chronicler’s power and toughness 
are each equal to the number of cards in 
your hand. 

Suspend X—*% 3 @. X can’t be 0. 

Whenever a time counter is removed 
from Aeon Chronicler while it’s removed | 
from the game, draw a card. 

—— Dan Dos Santos 
Ans SSR ee eaaw aatds ofthe Coast, fe. 32hb65, 

ature — Shapeshifter 

H 

P As Aquamorph Entity comes 

into play or is turned face up, it 
becomes your choice of 5/1 or 1/5. 

Morph 2 € (You may play this face 

down as a 2/2 creature for 3. Turn it 

face up any time for its morph cost. 

——— Brian Despain 
fe See OOSo 2007 My izards Of the: Coast, dnc. 3 3) 



Enchant creature 

Enchanted creature gets +2/+2 for 

each Aura attached to it and has 

vigilance. 

“Consider not what the mask hides, but + 

what it can reveal.” 

Creature — Illusion 

Flying 

Vanishing 3 (This permanent comes into play 

with three time counters on it. At the beginning of 

your upkeep, remove a time counter from it. When 

the last is removed, sacrifice it.) 

When Chronozoa is put into a graveyard from : 

play, if it had no time counters on it, put two 

tokens into play that are copies of it. 

2 ¢, @, Discard a card, Sacrifice a 

land: Search your library for up to 

two basic land cards and put them 

into play. Then shuffle your library. 

He’s mastered the art of sleight of land. 

Creature — Shapeshifter 

As Body Double comes into play, 
you may choose a creature card in a 
graveyard. If you do, Body Double 
comes into play as a copy of that card. 

Where the dead outnumbered the living, 
mimics scavenged faces from the fallen. 

For each tapped nonland permanent 
target opponent controls, search that 
player’s library for a card with the 
same name as that permanent and put 
it into play under your control. Then 
that player shuffles his or her library. 

Suspend 3—1 € ¢ 

Instant 

Choose target creature. Reveal cards 

from the top of your library until you 

reveal a nonland card. That creature 

gets +X/-X until end of turn, where 

X is that card’s converted mana cost. 
Put all cards revealed this way on the | 
bottom of your library in any order. 

: Legendary Creature — Human Wizard & 

At the beginning of each player’s 
upkeep, that player may put an artifact, 
creature, or land card from his or her 
hand into play. 

verse became a sea of 
conflicting realities, each peopled by possible 
versions of every living being. 

Counter target spell. Its controller 

discards a card. 

“Two magi could trade spells all day 

and never crown a victor. The real battle | 

is not one of power but of will. If your 

confidence breaks, so too shall you.” 

——Venser 

Creature — Shapeshifter 

0: Until end of turn, Jodah’s 

Avenger gets -1/-1 and gains your 

choice of double strike, protection 

from red, vigilance, or shadow. (A 
creature with shadow can block or be 
blocked by only creatures with shadow.) 



of the Bazaar 

| Creature — Human Wizard 
saa paises 

©: Draw two cards, then discard 

three cards. 

“Some trade in goods, some in secrets. 

My soul has walked the futures, and I 

offer the rare coin of possibility.” 

down as a 2/2 creature for 3. Turn it 

face up any time for 1ts morph cost.) 

When Shaper Parasite is turned 

face up, target creature gets +2/-2 

or -2/+2 until end of turn. 

‘ Creature — Elemental 

Tidewalker comes into play with a time 
ounter on it for each Island you control. 

Vanishing (Az the beginning of your upkeep, 
remove a time counter from this permanent. 
When the last 1s removed, sacrifice it.) 

Tidewalker’s power and toughness are each } 
equal to the number of time counters on it. 
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Destroy target creature. It can’t be 
regenerated. That creature’s controller | 
puts a 3/3 green Ape creature token 
into play. 

Some spellcrafting mistakes go on to 
become spells 

Counter target instant or sorcery spell. 
Its controller reveals cards from the 
top of his or her library until he or she 
reveals an instant or sorcery card. That 
player may play that card without paying 
its mana cost. Then he or she shuffles 
his or her library. 

Morph ¢€ (You may play this face down as a 

2/2 creature for 3. Turn it face up any time for 

its morph cost.) 

When Timebender is turned face up, choose 

one — Remove two time counters from 

target permanent or suspended card; or put 

two time counters on target permanent with 

a time counter on it or suspended card. 

sa ase 

hantment — Au 
BESS SB ss Sagan aie anaes cau ARTE EC 

Enchant permanent 

Vanishing 3 (This permanent comes into play | 
with three time counters on it. At the beginning | 
of your upkeep, remove a time counter 
When the last is removed, sacrifice it.) 

When Reality Acid leaves play, enchanted 
permanent’s controller sacrifices it. 

1. Creature — Sliver 

All Slivers have vigilance. 

“With a twitch of its muscles, its timeline | 
forks. Then, just as quickly, its two selves | 

reintegrate. Causality, strangely, seems 

not to mind.” 
—Rukarumel, field journal 

Creature — Illusion 

Suspend 4— 1 ¢ (Rather than play this card 

from your hand, you may pay 1 ¢ and remove it 

from the game with four time counters on the 

beginning of your upkeep, remove a time counter. 

When the last 1s removed, play it without paying its 

mana cost. It has haste.) 

When the last time counter is removed from 

Veiling Oddity while it’s removed from the 

game, creatures are unblockable this turn. 



‘Target player reveals his or her 

hand. Choose a nonland card with 

converted mana cost X or less from 

it. That player discards that card. 

Dream of nothing, and wake to a 

dream come true. 

Flying 

When Gossamer Phantasm becomes the 
target of a spell or ability, sacrifice it. 

“Belief matters more than truth. Every 
moment, belief in imaginary things alters 
lives while truth sits unnoticed and watts.” 
Hakim, Loreweaver 

Choose one — Target creature gains 
islandwalk until end of turn; or target 
creature gets +2/-1 until end of turn; 
or target player discards a card. 

Target player draws two cards, then 

discards four cards. 

“To probe the wonders of the multiverse, | 

to gaze upon worlds unspoiled by blade 

for the possibilities denied.” 

@: Switch target creature’s power 

and toughness until end of turn. 

“Blasted fishtails! It’s not enough that 

they meddle with my head, but they 

twist my body as well.” 

—Tahngarth of the Weatherlight 

_ As Primal Plasma comes into play, it 
becomes your choice of a 3/3 creature, 
a 2/2 creature with flying, or a 1/6 
creature with defender. 

Tocasia brushed the gears and cogs from the 
table. There, before two wide-eyed brothers, 
she began a lesson on raw elemental magic. 

Artifacts, creatures, and lands your 
opponents control come into play 
tapped. 

Gyornersen entertained his followers 

by taking bets on which would move 

first—the drowsing land wurm or the 

frozen goblins, 

‘Target creature loses all abilities and) 

becomes 0/1 until end of turn. 

“You wish for me to cow your enemies? 

I can do better than that....” 

—Téferi, second-level student 

Whenever Riptide Pilferer deals 
combat damage to a player, that 

player discards a card. 

Morph ¢ (You may play this face 

down as a 2/2 creature for 3. Turn it 

face up any time for its morph cost.) 
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@: Target creature other than Serendib 
Sorcerer becomes 0/2 until end of turn. 

“Even a dragon is humble as a kitten if it 
thinks itself a slave.” 

L—< Dan Scott 

TES C1. 905-2007 Wizards of the past, Inenelile> 

@: Target player loses 1 life. 

4, @: Search your library for a Rebel 
card with converted mana cost 3 or 
less and put it into play. Then shuffle 
your library. 

One croaked sermon spreads propaganda 
and plague. 

Destroy target nonblack creature 

that came into play this turn. 

down passersby upon their first footfall.” | 
—Ezrith, druid of the Dark Hours 

Flying, vigilance 

Sphinxes drink from the mystic meres 

of Serra’s realm, where their keen eyes 

watch reflections of what is and what 1s 

yet to come. 

»—— Daren Bader 
OOS" 2008 eds. OF the 

+ When you play Brain Gorgers, any player 
fa inay sacrifice a creature. If a player does, 

counter Brain Gorgers. 

ft Madness £@ (If you discard this card, you 
| may play it for its madness cost instead of 
putting it into your graveyard.) 

| When you play Dash Hopes, any player 
| may pay 5 life. If a player does, counter 
Dash Hopes. 

Counter target spell. 

“Focus an enemy's mind on what’s already 
t’s easter to take away more.” 
tronghold racketeer 

m When Big Game Hunter comes into 
f= play, destroy target creature with power 

4 or greater. It can’t be regenerated. 

Madness © (Jf you discard this card, you 
may play it for its madness cost instead of 

| putting it into your graveyard.) 

f As Circle of Affliction comes into 

= play, choose a color. 

f Whenever a source of the chosen 

color deals damage to you, you may 

f pay 1. If you do, target player loses 

1 life and you gain | life. 

2 Rob Alexartder: 
1903" 208 tf 

f Vanishing 3 (This permanent comes into play 

with three time counters on it. At the beginning of 

jour upkeep, remove a time counter from it. When 

the last 1s removed, sacrifice it.) 

When Deadly Grub is put into a graveyard 

from play, if it had no time counters on it, 

} put a 6/1 green Insect creature token into 

play with “This creature can’t be the target of 

© spells or abilities.” 



Enchant creature 

You control enchanted creature. 

At the beginning of your upkeep, 

enchanted creature deals 1 damage 

to its owner. 

= 2, @: Add @ to your mana pool for 

fe each Swamp you control. 

All that remains of the Cabal are the 

echoes in its deepest vault. Yet those 

who hear the echoes feel a power 

undiminished by the dust of ages. 

Flash € You ma play this spell any time ‘you 
could play an instant.) 

When Muck Drubb comes into play, 
change the target of target spell that targets | ‘ 
only a single creature to Muck Drubb. 

Madness 2. (If vou discard this card, you 
may play it for its madness cost instead of 
putting it into your graveyard.) 

Choose target card in a graveyard other than a 

basic land. Search its owner’s graveyard, hand, 

and library for all cards with the same name 

as that card and remove them from the game. 

Then that player shuffles his or her library. 

Choose one — Midnight Charm 

deals 1 damage to target creature 

and you gain | life; or target 

creature gains first strike until end 

of turn; or tap target creature. 

When you play Phantasmagorian, 

any player may discard three 

cards. If a player does, counter 

Phantasmagorian. 

| Discard three cards: Return 

Phantasmagorian from your 

graveyard to your hand. 

—_— Steve Ellis® 

Instant 
AI Change the target of target spell with 

a single target. You lose life equal to 
that spell’s converted mana cost. 

“Do the innocent pay for the crimes of 

the guilty? Of course they do. That’s the 

fate of the weak.” 
col Bolas 

Flying, first strike, haste 

Whenever Mirri the Cursed deals 

combat damage to a creature, put a 

+1/+1 counter on Mirri the Cursed. 

A hero fails, a martyr falls. Time twists 

and destinies int 

1 #, @, Discard a card: Target creature 
gets +1/+0 and gains first strike until 
end of turn. 

“Tt offers but a taste of the power that the 
shadows have to offer. But even that 1s a 
heady wine indeed.” 
—Ratadrabik of Urborg 



Creature — Horror _ 

Roiling Horror’s power and toughness are 
each equal to your life total minus the life 
total of an opponent with the most life. 

Suspend X—-X ®®®. X can’t be 0. 

Whenever a time counter is removed from 
Roiling Horror while it’s removed from 
the game, target player loses 1 life and you 
gain 1 life. 

instant 

‘Target opponent reveals his or her 

hand. You may put a creature card 

from it into play under your control 

‘That creature has haste. Sacrifice it 

at end of turn. 

Destroy all creatures. They: cant be 
regenerated. 
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have first strike. 

“Our lances’ reach had been our saving 

grace in our fight against the hive. Now 

even that advantage i: 1s taken from us.” 

—Adom Capashen, Benalish knight 

| Vanishing 2 (This permanent comes 

into play with two time counters on 

it. At the beginning of your upkeep, 

remove a time counter from 1t. When 

| the last is removed, sacrifice it.) 

| Protection from green 

At end of turn, if Duner 
| dealt damage to an oppon 
turn, put a +1/+1 counter on it. 

Tales of the outlaw’s cruelty and might 
iB cvew more embellished with each crime. 

When you play Temporal Extortion, any 
player may pay half his or her life, rounded 
up. If a player does, counter Temporal 
Extortion. 

‘Take an extra turn after this one. 

throat—the choice is your: 
— Holux, stronghold racketeer 

| Bog Serpent can’t attack unless 
defending player controls a Swanip. 

When you control no S — sacrifice S 
Bog Serpent. 

“We thought it was len wee a a 
Then it ate Snod”’ 

2 Sneed, ge blin bi R ight : 

me m0ggs oF anew a race, one 
| more reminiscent her own Jeline grace. 



Eacuet ereature 

# When Melancholy comies i 
-enchanted creature, __ 

Enchanted creature doesn’t untap 
during its controller's untap step. 

| At the beginning of your upkeep, 
@ sacrifice Melancholy unless you pay 

: you do, repeat this process ex ep 

| that opponent can't choi card 
already chosen for Shrouded Lore. 

| Then ae the last > card into 

Key walker . 
Argh. GE Mo Gaye ine ALG 

Lesendary Creature — Angel 

Akroma, Angel of Fury can’t be countered. 

Flying, trample, protection from white, 
protection from blue 

@: Akroma, Angel of Fury gets +1/+0 until 
end of turn. 

Morph 3 @@@ (You may play this face down 

as a 2/2 creature for 3. Turn it face up any time : 
for its morph cost.) 

seus A Gee ea 

ia? MTS We 

Skip your draw step. 

Whenever you play a card, draw a card. 

‘Your maximum hand size 1s two. 

“Some say that ume lical and that 
hastory mevitably repeals. My will 1s 

| own. I won't bow to fate” 
-— Volrath 

ee Kev Walk 
DER SAO E007 7 f theca Tne PO 

lhe pee s oe deliver the master’s 

bite. 

——ke v ‘Walker : 
OR EAI 2007S ards. oF Use agents hic ADFT 

have trample. 

Covered with hard shell-hke plates, 
these slivers burrow through solid rock 

to carve out new nests for their hives. 

®, c: lap target creature. 

‘Tangling wines, fetid i k, pola 

poisons, and crawling dead. The swamp 

1s nature’s trap waiting to be exploited 

by unnatural minds. 

eco Pete Veuters 

6 Bt od Me 
Hh 

DES. AO 2007 Wizards of thet dary Lee OU; 16% 

Defender 

A&éther Membrane can block as 

though it had flying. 

Whenever Aither Membrane blocks 

a creature, return that creature to 

its owner’s hand at end of combat. 

Detritivore’s power and toughness are 
each equal to the number of nonbasic 
land cards in your opponents’ graveyards. 

Suspend X—% 3 @. X can’t be 0. 

Whenever a time counter is removed 
from Detritivore while it’s removed from 
the game, destroy target nonbasic land. 
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Enchant creature 

Enchanted creature gets +2/+0 and 
can’t be blocked by creatures with 
flying. 

“They infiltrated deep into the enemy cam 
under cover of darkness ... and dirt.” 
—Corus, viashino warrior 

Choose one — Destroy target artifac 
or target creature gets +1/+1 and 
gains trample until end of turn; or 
remove two time counters from target 3 

permanent or suspended card. 

ee ea 

Lavacore Elemental 

Vanishing 1 (This permanent comes into 
play with a time counter on it. At the 
beginning of your upkeep, remove a time 
counter from it. When the last is removed, 
sacrifice it.) 

Whenever a creature you control deals 
combat damage to a player, put a time 
counter on Lavacore Elemental. 

Until end of turn, target creature you 
control gains trample and gets +X/+0, 

where X is its power. Sacrifice it at end 
of turn. 

“T hope to have such a death—lying in triumph © 
upon the broken bodies of those who slew me.” 
—-Radha, Keldon warlord 

NE EET aE A 

Hammerheim Deadeye _ 

TE RE IEE EE EO 

upkeep, tf this came under your control 
since the beginning of your last upkeep, 

sacrifice it unless you pay tts echo cost.) 

When Hammerheim Deadeye comes 
into play, destroy target creature with | 

3, @: Tap target creature you control 
and target creature of an opponent’s 
choice he or she controls. Each of those 
creatures deals damage equal to its 
power to the other. 

The magus still hears the roar of the crowds. 
They’re gone, but the will to compete remains. 

A REELS He 

Brig Re wt 

eed 

Ae) 

1 @, ©, Discard a card: Target creature @ 
can’t be blocked this turn except by 
artifact creatures and/or red creatures. 

After millennia of advancement in goblin 
military theory, loggo VI realized that 
almost everyone 1s afraid of fire. 

wise ¥ os ea 

eldon Marauders _ 

Vanishing 2 (This permanent comes into 
play with two time counters on it. At the 
beginning of your upkeep, remove a time 

When Keldon Marauders comes into 
play or leaves play, it deals 1 damage to 
target player. 

ett 

Needlepeak Spider can block as 
though it had flying. 

“Tt’s a testament to the forests’ devastation 1% 
that giant spiders now make their homes 
amid Dominaria’s barren spires.” 

—-Aznaph, greenseeker 



bane ae Secor sharon ebeobenstiieareinineteie 

Shivan Meteor deals 13 damage to target 
creature. 

Suspend 2—-1 @@ (Rather than play this 
card from your hand, you may pay @ and 
remove it from the game with two time counters 

on wt. At the beginning of your upkeep, remove 

a time counter. When the last 1s removed, play it 

without paying its mana cost.) 

MD De Ta El aS Pit 

SNORE. 

Choose one — Remove X time 
counters from target permanent 
or suspended card; or put X time 
counters on target permanent with a 
time counter on it 0 

Pisa iu We ie 

re Oddly, an unstable time stream makes 
izards want to tinker with it even more. 

TRIS RE 

Ces 

OS 
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Echo 3 @ (At the beginning of y 
upkeep, if this came under your control 
since the beginning of your last upkeep, 

sacrifice it unless you pay its echo cost.) 

When Stingscourger comes into play, | 
return target creature an opponent 

controls to its owner’s hand. 

shifter _ 
@: Untap Torchling. 

‘@: larget creature blocks Torchling this turn 
if able. 

@: Change the target of target spell that 
targets only Torchling. 

1: Torchling gets +1/-1 until end of turn. 

1: Torchling gets -1/+1 until end of turn. 

you don’t control to 
Return target creature 

Dead deals 2 damage to 

target creature. 

ee een 

in AR eae 

ibirarpe 

esgic ali sii heme el 

Sidecar ene Reon Sie Se cn ifeottinbchaesinnehcins cat Raia 

Elemental 

Flash ( You We ) play this spell on tne 
u could play an instant.) 

Split second (As long as this 
on the stack, players can’t play spells 
or activated abilities that aren’t mana 
abilities. ) 

White creatures get +1/-1. 

ease aA pelted 

Volcano Hellion _ 

Soleano Helga has culo &, where 

X is your life total. 

When Volcano Hellion comes into 

play, it deals an amount of damage 
of your choice to you and target 

creature. The damage can’t be 
prevented. 

PAE saa io aR HES 
# 
z - 

Tumble deals 6 damage 

to each creature 
with flying 

als 2 damage 

to each creature 
without flying. 



First strike, protection from white 

His is the fury of the wildfire, the boiling 
blood of the volcano. He fights vou 
not because you ‘ve wronged him, but 

because u re there. 

ce: Prodigal Pyromancer deals 1 damage 
to target creature or player 

“Learn to burn!” 
Institute of Arcane Sue motto 

Trample 

When Shivan Wumpus comes into 
play, any player may sacrifice a land. If 
a player does, put Shivan Wumpus on 
top of its owner's library. 

It’s easter to move the village than to divert 
the wumpus. : 

‘larget creature gets a until end 
of turn. 

Blood, bone, and sinew a oe as 
is the rage that drives them. 
however, reniaii ee hile 

bean, swinging by a strand in @ cavernous, 

At end of turn, if no c | tures are. 
in play, sacrifice Pyroh 

@: Pyrohemia deals | damage to 
each Tae and each Player. 

hand from the game: Add @ to your 
mana pool. 

“dll ny spells sniell like bur t da late ' 
ee Ada, task mage 

‘When Molten Firebird is put into a 
graveyard from play, return it to play 
under its owner’s control at end of turn 
and you skip your next draw step. 

4 @: Remove Molten Firebird from 

Skirk Shaman cant be blocked 
except by artifact creatures and/or 

red creatures. 

In a shaman’s grimy hands, a 
concoction of dried Skirk Ridge herbs 
can becom e the Jace of panic. 



zard 

Kicker 2.¢ and/or 1% 

When Ana Battlemage comes into play, if 

the 2 @ kicker cost was paid, target player 

discards three cards. 

When Ana Battlemage comes into play, if 

the 1% kicker cost was paid, tap target 

untapped creature and that creature deals 

damage equal to its power to its controller. 

Choose one — Search your library 
for a basic land card, reveal it, put 

it into your hand, then shuffle your 

library; or return target creature 

card from your graveyard to your 

hand; or target creature gains flying 

until end of turn. 

Kicker 3@ (You may pay an additional 3® 

as you play this spell.) 

Search your library for up to two Forest 

cards and put them into play tapped. Then 
shuffle your library. 

| If the kicker cost was paid, untap all Forests 
} put into play this way. They become 3/3 

green creatures with haste that are still lands. 

Kicker 2 @ (Y6 4 may pay an additi 
2@ as you play this spell.) 

When Citanul Woodreaders comes into 
play, if the kicker cost was paid, draw 
two cards. 

Creature — Fungus 

Fungal Behemoth’s power and toughness 
are each equal to the number of +1/+1 
counters on creatures you control. 

Suspend X-—-% ®®. X can’t be 0. 

Whenever a time counter is removed from 
Fungal Behemoth while it’s removed from 
the game, you may put a +1/+1 counter on 

target creature. 

anen of Efrava 

Forestwalk 

Whenever Jedit Ojanen of Efrava attacks 3% 
| or blocks, put a 2/2 green Cat Warrior & 
creature token with forestwalk into play. 

The cat warriors recognized this 
but not his fierce loyalty to Efrava. 

u 

of your upkeep, remove a time counter from it, 
When the last is removed, sacrifice it.) 

When Deadwood Treefolk comes into play 

| or leaves play, return another target creature 

card from your graveyard to your hand. 

DDRII 

Flying 

Suspend 4—1 ® (Rather than play this 
card from your hand, vou may pay 1 
and remove it from the game with i 
counters on it. At the beginning of your 
upkeep, remove a time counter. When the last 
as removed, play it without paying its mana 

has 

‘Trample 

Whenever an opponent gains life, put 
that many +1/+1 counters on Kavu 
Predator. 

In a withered world, the scent of healthy 
prey 1s enough to drive a predator to frenzy. 



Life and Limb 
ee 

| All Forests and all Saprolings are 1/1 
green Saproling creatures and Forest 
lands in addition to their other types. 

“Te was a sight of pain and awe—a twisted 
Jorest, migrating across the salt plain in 
search of richer soil. 
—Edahilts, greenseeker 

Creature — Wurm 

Kicker 2 (You may pay an 
additional 2® as you play this spell.) 

If the kicker cost was paid, Pouncing 

Wurm comes into play with three 
+1/+1 counters on it and with haste. 

2@@) ©, Discard a card: You gain 

| 2 life for each card in your hand. 

| He endures the pain of remembering 

Krosa as it once was and hopes that a 

future generation will have need of his 

memories, 

@: Add 1 to your mana pool. 

e: Draw a card. Play this ability only if | 
you have exactly seven cards in hand. 

owuly crumbled, their 
ig to dust. But their ec vord @ 

gs within the magus’s head. 

_ Creature — Fungus 

At the beginning of your upkeep, put a 
spore counter on Psychotrope Thallid. 

Remove three spore counters from 
Psychotrope Thallid: Put a 1/1 green 
Saproling creature token into play. 

1, Sacrifice a Saproling: Draw a card. 

Haste 

Echo 3 (41 the beginning of your upkeep, if 
th beginning | 

its echo cost.) 

When Timbermare comes into play, tap all 
other creatures. 

| Only nature wreaks such lovely havoc 

Uktabi Drake 

Swampwalk 

®@: Regenerate Mire Boa. 

Mire slime courses through its veins in 
place of blood. No sooner does it bleed 

Creature — Sliver 

All Slivers have haste. 

“This shver comes to the world a 

rfect predator. It’s ready to hunt and 

devour its first meal within seconds of 

hatching.” 

| —Rukarumel, field journal 

Flying, haste 

Echo 1@® (At the beginning of 
your upkeep, if this came under your 

control since the beginning of your last 

upkeep, sacr 

echo cost.) 



aires mR a 

Utopia Vow 

_ Enchantment — Aura 

Enchant creature 

Enchanted creature can’t attack or block. 

Enchanted creature has “@: Add one 

mana of any color to your mana pool.” 

“Ll guard this fruit and its seedling until 
the land 1s healed. My life now belongs to 

| Dominaria.” 

, Creature ~ Fungus 

At the beginning of your upkeep, put 

Remove three spore counters from 

Vitaspore [hallid: Put a 1/1 green 

Saproling creature token into play. 

Sacrifice a Saproling: Target creature 
gains haste until end of turn. 

a on 

_ Enchantment 

Whenever a creature comes into 
play, if you played it from your hand, 

you may search your library for a 
creature card with the same total 

power and toughness and put it into 
play. If you do, shuffle your library. 



All Slivers ine “<3, Sacrifice this 
creature: This creature deals 1 damage: 
to target creature or player.” 

All Slivers have “1, Sacrifice this 
creature: Prevent the next 1 damage 
that would be dealt to target Sliver or 
player this turn.” 

All Slivers have “0: If this creature 

is in play, flip a coin. If you win the 

flip, remove this creature from the 

game and return it to play under its 

owner’s control at end of turn. If 

you lose the flip, sacrifice it.” 
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All Slivers have “Sacrifice this creature: 
u gain 3 life.” 

“At first we thought we were in some 
haunted wood. Then the branches twisted 
and scuttled toward us 
—Merrik Aidar, Benalish patrol 

- Flying 

Whenever Intet, the Dreamer deals combat 

damage to a player, you may pay 2 ¢. If you 

do, remove the top card of your library from 

the game face down. You may look at that card 

as long as it remains removed from the game. 

You may play that card without paying its 

mana cost as long as Intet remains in play. 

All Slivers have defender and “When 
this creature comes into play, draw a 
card” 

“Tt triggers the hive’s period of “Etheric 
Jertility—a time when even feeding ts a 
lower priority than reproduction.” 
—Rukarumel, field journal 

All Slivers have “3, Sacrifice this 

creature: Destroy target permanent.” 

Though Volrath is long dead, the slivers 
have become everything he wanted them 

to be: mindless instruments of destruction 

and despatr. 



the Devastator 

Whenever Numot, the Devastator 

deals combat damage to a player, 

you may pay 2@. If you do, destroy | 

up to two target lands. 

Gastulric. POQAEDS: 

LOPE AOC CONOR PARTON CPST DALE OPLDEH ONCOL EY SOP EYL EPLEER UR CHRYRC AOR EPLUPR ACOH LORETO PEDRO POEL EE PORE cbt 

Legendary Creature — Dragon 

Flying 

Whenever Teneb, the Harvester 

deals combat damage to a player, 

you may pay 2. If you do, put 

target creature card in a graveyard 

into play under your control. 

Legendary Creature — Dragon 
race ear ete NOOO 

Whenever Oros, the Avenger deals 

ombat damage to a player, you 

may pay 2*. If you do, Oros 

deals 3 damage to each nonwhite 

creature. 

Whenever Vorosh, the Hunter deals 

combat damage to a player, you 

may pay 2. If you do, put six 

+1/+1 counters on Vorosh. 

; 

egendary Cre 

Whenever Radha, Heir to Keld attacks, 
you may add @@ to your mana pool. 

@: Add ®@ to your mana pool. 

“Run home, cur. I’ve already taken your 
master’s head. Don’t make me thrash you 
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Aeon Chronicler 
Aquamorph Entity 
Auramancer s Guise 

Body Double 
Braids, Conjurer Adept 

Chronozoa 

Aven Riftwatcher 

Benalish Commander 

Crovax, Ascendant Hero 

Dawn Charm 

Dust Elemental 

Ghost Tactician 

Heroes Remembered 

Magus of the 

Tabernacle 
Mantle of Leadership 
Pallid Mycoderm 
Poultice Sliver 

Rebuff the Wicked 

Retether 

Riftmarked Knight 

Saltblast 
Saltfield Recluse 

Serra s Boon 

Shade of Trokair 

Stonecloaker 

Stormfront Riders 

Voidstone Gargoyle 
Whitemane Lion 

Calciderm 
Malach of the Dawn 
Mana Tithe 

Mesa Enchantress 

Mycologist 
Porphyry Nodes 

Revered Dead 

Sinew Sliver 
Sunlance 

ON Ww Big Game Hunter — 
Blightspeaker 
Brain Gorgers 

Circle of Affliction 
Cradle to Grave 
Dash Hopes 

Deadly Grub 
Enslave 
Extirpate 
Imps Mischief 
Magus of the Coffers 
Midnight Charm 

Mirri the Cursed 
Muck Drubb 
Phantasmagorian 
Ridged Kusite 

Roiling Horror 
Spitting Sliver 
Temporal Extortion 
Treacherous Urge 

Waning Wurm 
Bog Serpent 

Damnation 

Dunerider Outlaw 
Kor Dirge 

Melancholy 
Null Profusion 
Rathi Trapper 

Shrouded Lore 

Vampiric Link 
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ON © Dichotomancy 

Dismal Failure 
Dreamscape Artist 
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=~ “] 
nN — Erratic Mutation 

Jodah’s Avenger 
Magus of the Bazaar 

Pongify 
Reality Acid 
Shaper Parasite 

Spellshift 

Synchronous Sliver 
Tidewalker 
Timebender 

Veiling Oddity 
Venarian Glimmer 
Wistful Thinking 
Frozen Acther 

Gossamer Phantasm 

Merfolk Thaumaturgist 
Ovinize 

Piracy Charm 

Primal Plasma 
Riptide Pilferer 
Serendib Sorcerer 

Serra Sphinx 
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A=ther Membrane 
Akroma, Angel of Fury 
Battering Sliver 
Detritivore 
Dust Corona 

Fatal Frenzy 
Firefright Mage 

Fury Charm 
Hammerheim Deadeye 

Keldon Marauders 
Lavacore Elemental 
Magus of the Arena 

Needlepeak Spider 
Shivan Meteor 

Stingscourger 
Sulfur Elemental 
Timecrafting 

Torchling 
Volcano Hellion 
Boom/Bust 

- Dead/Gone 
Rough/T umble 
Blood Knight 

C Brute Force 
R Molten Firebird 
c Prodigal Pyromancer 

Pyrohemia 

| Reckless Wurm _ 
Shivan Wumpus 

> Simian Spirit Guide — 
Skirk Shaman 

Ana Battlemage 
Citanul Woodreaders 
Deadwood Treefolk 
Evolution Charm 
Fungal Behemoth 
Giant Dustwasp 

Hunting Wilds 
Jedit Ojanen of Efrava 

_ Kavu Predator 

Life and Limb 

Magus of the Library 
Mire Boa 
Pouncing Wurm 
Psychotrope [hallid 
Reflex Sliver 
Sophic Centaur 

Timbermare 

Uktabi Drake 

Utopia Vow 

Vitaspore Thallid 
Wild Pair 
Essence Warden 

C Fa adiyah Seer 
- Gaea's Anthem 

_ Groundbreaker 

Harmonize 

Healing Leaves 
Hedge Troll 
Keen Sense 

Seal of Primordium 

MULTICOLORED 
OU 154 

OU 155 

OU 156 

OU 15/7 

OU 158 

OU 159 

OU 160 

OU 16] 

OU 162 

OU 163 

OU 164 

LAND 
OU 165 

U 
U 
U 
U 
R 
J 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

Cautery Sliver 
Darkheart Sliver 

Dormant Sliver 
Frenetic Sliver 
Intet, the Dreamer 

Necrotic Sliver 

Numot, the Devastator 

Oros, the Avenger 

Radha, Heir to Keld 

Teneb, the Harvester 

Vorosh, the Hunter 

Urborg, Tomb of 

Yawgoth 

O = Regular card 

QO) - Premium card 

C - Common 

U - Uncommon 

R = Rare 
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